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ABSTRACT
One of the foremost inescapable impediments that industrial sectors face is to remove organic pollutants, which affected nature
and threatened the existence of species per se. Nanoscale magnetic ferrites are considerable materials for removing the majority
of organic dyes due to their unique properties and high potential photocatalytic activity. Their photocatalytic performance in
semiconductor nanocrystals has also received many enthusiasts over the last couple of years. Changing nanoferrites’ architectural
building blocks and increasing their bandgap energy may improve their photocatalytic peculiarities. In the present investigation,
we have studied nanoscale magnetic ferrites with Co0.4Mg0.4Cu0.2Fe1.9Cr0.1O4, (CMCFO-Crx, x= 0.1) formula. CMCFO-Crx has
synthesized via sol- gel approach. The synthesized nanoparticles were characterized by XRD, SEM, UV-vis analysis, and
magnetic measurement, revealing the cubic spinel structure with space group Fd-3m (N° 277), average size between 20 and 60
nm, higher bandgap energy and saturation magnetization (446 emu/g) in the presence of transition metals. The results
demonstrated in CMCFO-Crx (x=0.1) compound, the Curie temperature decreases to 446 K by the substitution of Fe 3+ by Cr3+
ions. The synthesized powder nanoferrites efficiently degraded the Congo Red (CR) dye (84 %) under UV irradiation, for which
the most probable degradation pathway is proposed. The recyclability test exhibited the nanoscale magnetic ferrites catalysts are
sensibly efficient, stable, and facile recoverable by an external magnet. Thus, the CMCFO-Crx compounds can be an applicable
catalyst in wastewater treatment.
Keywords: Nanoferrites, Characterization, Magnetic Measurement, Photocatalytic degradation, Congo Red (CR) dye.

1. Introduction
The world population is rapidly growing, and adequate
supply of clean and fresh water is one of the great
challenges to ensure the sustainable development of our
society in the present century [1-3]. Currently,
groundwater continuously contaminated with various
organic pollutants, originating from various industries
like textile, pharmaceutical, paper, cosmetic and
painting, has been turned into one of the signifiant
threats for the environment and especially for aquatic
life [4].
*
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The removal of these poisonous organic pollutants is of
high importance and considered as an urgent
phenomena as they are toxic, nonbiodegradable, and
have a harmful impact on water [5-7]. So far, many
efforts have been made to find suitable approaches to
remove pollutants from wastewater [8-11].
In the procedure of organic dye pollutants removal, the
photocatalytic procedure highly refers to adsorption
process on the surface of the catalyst, meaning that
higher adsorption sites lead to better photocatalytic
performance [12, 13]. The organic dyes can be
eliminated through a photocatalysis procedure in which
photons’ energy causes the excitation of the electron to
higher conduction bnd, and finally forms photogenerated hole (h+), which can improve the catalytic
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performance [14]. A cascade of reactions occur over the
photocatalytic reactions:
i.

Metal Oxide + hν → MO (h+ + e-)

ii.

h+ + H2O → H+ + OH•

iii.
OH• + Organic dye →
degradation was complete)

CO2 + H2O (if

Various oxides of nanomaterials have been evaluated as
catalysts in the degradation process of many organic
dyes such as methylene blue (MB), Congo Red (CR),
and methyl orange (MO) [15]. Recently, Fallah Shojaei
and co-workers prepared Metal-organic framework 5
(MOF-5) and bimetallic MOF-5s (Co/Zn and Ni/Zn)
using a simple solvothermal for elimination of MB. The
results revealed that
Co/Zn-MOF-5 showed a better photocalytic
performance compared to those of Ni/Zn and raw MOF5 because of its smaller size, the synergistic effect and
the difference in the band gap [11]. Nezamzadeh-Ejhieh
et al. synthesized coupled CdS-CuO nanoparticles
(NPs) as powerful photocatalysts to remove MB,
interestingly the coupled CdS-CuO NPs delineated the
strongest photocatalytic activity (with excellent
degradation of 98% during 120 min) in comparison with
their monocomponent counterparts [4]. Coupled AgBr
NPs to g-C3N4 were synthesized to obtain a catalyst for
MO dye removal and bore excellent photocatalytic
activities [16]. In another work, AFe2O4 (A: SR, Ca, and
Ba) were utilized as a promising photocatalyst for CD
dye removal under sunlight radiation and Xe lamp,
postulating that BaF2O4 bore the highest degradation up
to 92% after 75 min [17]. Iqbal’s group has recently
synthesized Cobalt ferrite (CoFe2O4) nanostructures
using a simple and easy co-precipitation technique and
tested their photocaralytic performance to eliminate CR
dye. According to their final results, fs-CoFe2O4
nanostructure exhibited photodegradation ability (91%)
[18].
The nanoscale magnetic ferrites have attracted great
attention in the past decades because of temperature
stability, permeability, high electrical resistivity, and
magnetic properties [19], making them favorable for
nanophotocatalysts and magnetic nanoadsorbents in the
purification of wastewaters comprising inorganic and
organic pollutants [20, 21]. Ferrites have a much higher
degree of freedom to adapt substitution properties,
which could make them a good candidate for
photocatalytic degradation [22-24]. A ferrite spinel has
the structural formula AB2O4, where A and B denote
cations, which respectively occupy the tetrahedral site
(Td) and the octahedral site (Oh). These A and B sites
preferably occupied by cations such as rare earth or

alkaline earth elements and transition metals, which can
give the compound excellent magnetic and catalytic
properties due to the higher electron-hole pair
generation rate of the nanopowder, providing a suitable
environment for fast degradation of organic dye
molecules. The incorporation of magnetic and nonmagnetic ions such as transition metals and rare earth,
induces various important properties of conductivity,
photoluminescence, magnetic and photocatalytic field
[25, 26]. According to the beneficial merits of magnetic
nanoferrites, they can be a promising catalyst to remov
organic dye pollutants from wastewaters. Herein, we
have prepared a ferrite material substituted by
chromium to test their catalytic activities for the
elimination of CR dye under UV irridiation. A structural
study wa undertaken to investigate the effect of
substitution on the crystal cell and the magnetic
properties of as-synthesized compound. The results
demonstrated the synthesized nanomaterial is
ecologically friendly, which has an important catalytic
effect on the degradation of the Congo Red (CR) dye.
2.Experimental
2.1. Materials
Ferrite powders are prepared by the sol-gel autocombustion method. Analytical grade Iron nitrate
Fe(NO3)3.9H2O, Nickel nitrate Ni(NO3)2.6H2O, Zinc
nitrate Zn(NO3)2.6H2O Gadolinium nitrate Gd
(NO3)3.6H2O, Aluminium nitrate Al(NO3)3.6H2O all
with high purity (99%), ammonia solution NH4OH,
citric acid C6H8O7.H2O, ethylen-glycol C2H6O2 Congo
Red C32H22N6Na2O6S2.
2.2. Preparation of nanoferrites samples
A stoichiometric amount of metal nitrates that was
proportional to the formula Co0.4Mg0.4Cu0.2Fe1.9Cr0.1O4
(CMCFO-Cr0.1) was dissolved in 200 mL of deionized
water. Then, citric acid and ethylene glycol were added
to the solutio. The mixed solution heated up to 80 °C
until the formation of the gel. The produced gel was
transferred to an oven to 400°C. An auto-combustion
reactio occurred leading to the formation of an aureate
powder immediately. This powder was annealed at the
following conditions: 400 °C for 6h, 600 °C for 8h, and
950 °C for 8h.
2.3. Characterization Methods
Structural analysis of the sample was carried out by Xray diffraction technique with CuKα radiation (CuKα
=1.5406 Å) in the range of 2θ-Theta: 10 - 70° with a step
of 0.017°. Identification of the phases studied by use of
X'Pert HightScore plus [27], and with the ICDD PDF-4
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database. The morphology of nanoparticles was
analyzed using scanning electron microscopy
(SEM, Philips X130) under an accelerating voltage of
15 kV. Magnetic measurements were performed using a
Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM) with a
cryogen-free Dynacool PPMS, operating at a vibration
frequency of 40 Hz. The optical properties were
recorded using UV–vis diffuse reflectance spectroscopy
with a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 950 spectrophotometer at
wavelengths ranging from 250 to 800 nm.
3. Results and Discussion

X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis of the compound
CMCFO-Cr0.1 was identified using the PDF-4 database,
which confirms the cubic structure with the space group
Fd-3m. Fig. 1 shows the experimental and simulated
XRD diffractogram. Degree of crystallinity is 78.73%.
It should be noted that in comparison to the prepared
prototypes ferrites compound, the size of the crystalline
cell decreases. The size decreasing trend of the unit cell
is attributed to the substitution of the larger ionic radius
of Fe3+ (0.67 Å) by the ionic size of Cr3+ (0.64 Å) in the
octahedral site [28]. The close ionic radii in divalent
cations of A sites and trivalent cations of the B sites in
tetrahedral and octahedral structures, respectively, are
accommodating and the difference in the expansion of
the tetrahedral and octahedral sites is characterized by a
parameter called oxygen parameter or anion parameter
(u). The difference in the expansion of the tetrahedral
and octahedral sites is characterized by a parameter
called oxygen parameter or anion parameter (u). The
oxygen parameter (u) is a quantity that represents the
shifting of oxygen ions due to the substitution of cation
at the tetrahedral (A) site. As (u) increases, oxygen ions
shift in such a way that the distance between A and O
ions (RA) is increased while that the distance between B
and O ions (RB) is decreased, and when the (u)
parameter decreases, the O ions are displaced in such a
way that RA decreases and RB increases. In all ideal
spinels, the parameter u has a value in the neighborhood
of 0.375 (u = 3/8). However, in the actual spinel lattice,
this ideal pattern is slightly deformed and usually
corresponds to u > 0.375 [29]. The theoretical lattice
constant (ath), is calculated based on the cation
distribution with the following relation:
 √ℎ 2 +𝑙 2 +𝑘 2
2

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃

k
L =  cos

Eq (2)

Where k = 0.89 (assuming the particles are spherical); λ
is the wavelength of X-ray diffraction; β is the full width
at half maximum (FWHM of the diffraction peak; and θ
the angle of diffraction.
The Williamson-Hall equation is used to calculate the
crystallite size.

3.1. Structural properties

𝑎=

The average crystallite size (L) was calculated from the
(311) from the width of the maximum diffraction limits
using the empirical formula of Debye‐Scherrer [30, 31].

Eq. (1)

λ the wavelength of the copper radiation (λ CuKα=1.54056
Å) and θ is the Bragg angle corresponding to the most
intense Miller indices (hkl) which in this case is (311).

β Cosθ = K λ/D + C.e.Sinθ

Eq. (3)

Where β is the full width of the Bragg peak at half
maximum (FWHM), θ is peak angle, D is mean
crystallite size, e is strain and K~1 [32].
The results of Rietveld refinement, the degree of
crystallinity, and the size of crystallites are summarized
in Table 1. Table. 1 comprising the results of Rietveld
reﬁned cell parameters (Å), R-factor values, degree of
crystallinity, which was simulated using the ReaxFF
program [33], and nanoparticles size which were
calculated from the highest peak in the XRD
diffractogram and SEM images (Fig. 2). Average size
of CMCFO-Cr0.1 nanoparticles from XRD and SEM is
16 nm and 57 nm, respectively, showing a significant
difference between them. The particle size calculated by
SEM analysis, in reality, represents the size of an
agglomeration grains, which is formed from several
nanocrystallites [34]. In addition, SEM image shows
that the morphology of the obtained CMCFO-Cr0.1
nanoparticles is also in the form of a cauliflower.
CMCFO-Cr0.1 nanoparticles formed in irregularly
shapes and non-uniform particles with average size
between 20-60 nm.
3.2. Magnetic properties
CoFe2O4 (Cobalt ferrite) is of high important magnetic
nanoparticles (NPs) bearing supreme peculiarities e.g.,
high cubic magnetic crystalline anisotropic, narrow
bandgap, high correctivity, and high curie temperature
[35-37]. It is worthy pointing out that Cobat ferrite NPs
intercalation can improve the efficiency, facilitate the
separation after completion photodegradation process,
and will enhance absorption in visible light area [38,
39]. Cobalt ferrites pose a high curie temperature which
makes them applicable, separable, and recyclable even
in a wide range of high temperatures [37].
The temperature (T) dependence on magnetization (M)
reveals that CMCFO-Cr0.1 has a magnetic transition
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Figure 1. a) XRD pattern and b) The simulated degree of crystallinity of CMCFO-Crx (x=0.1) nanoferrites
Table. 1. Rietveld reﬁned cell parameters (Å), R-factor values, degree of crystallinity, and nanoparticles size of
Co0.4Mg0.4Cu0.2Fe1.9Cr0.1O4.
Sample

Co0.4Mg0.4Cu0.2Fe1.9Cr0.1O4
( CMCFO-Cr0.1 )

Space group

Fd-3m

Cell parameters

8.345(4)

R-Factors

7.93

RP (%)

17.4

RWP (%)

16.4
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χ2

1.67

Degree of crystallinity (%)

78.73

* Nanoparticles size (nm)

16
- Debye‐Scherrer

21

-Williamson-Hall

- SEM

57

Figure 2. a) SEM image and b) grain size distribution of prepared CMCFO-Crx (x=0.1) nanoferrites.

from a ferromagnetic (FM) state to a paramagnetic (PM)
transition state at Curie temperature (TC = 376 K). The
evolution of the magnetization M and dM/dT versus the
temperature (T) shown in the inset of Fig. 3a.
Analysis of the compounds that belong to the same
spinel family reveals a decrease in the curie temperature
Tc with the substitution of the Fe3+ ions by Cr3+ in the
(B) site and these are explained by the difference
between the magnetic elements of them (μeff(Fe3+) =
5.36 MB and μeff(Cr3+) = 3.85 MB). The decrease in
magnetic moments induces a decrease in the
magnetization between the two sub-lattice A and B of
the spinel AB2O4 [40].
In Table 2, the Curie temperatures Tc of certain AB2O4
type ferrite compounds were depicted together in the
cited table. Analysis of the mentioned results in the table

shows clearly that when the amount of substitution in
the octahedral site (B) increase, the Curie temperature
decreases, these results are located for compounds of
general formula MFe2-xCrxO4, it is well known that the
Curie temperature is also related to the ions in the
tetrahedral sites (A) [41, 42].
3.3. Photocatalytic degradation of Congo red (CR) by
nanoferrites
Several studies have been carried out previously to
study the effect of pH on the degradation of Congo Red.
Studies reveal that the pH range between 4- 8 is useful
for photodegradation [43, 44], therefore, all the
experiments are carried out at a pH approximately equal
to 8. Table 3 demonstrates the summary of some
physicochemical characteristics of Congo Red.
3.3.1 Effect of light on photodegradation
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The photocatalytic properties of the prepared
nanoferrites were investigated for the degradation of

Figure 3. a) M- T curves of the nanoferrites compound (CMCFO-Cr). Inset: Plot of dM/dT versus T. b) Plot of the
CR dye degradation percent versus Time in the presence of prepared chromium substituted ferrite CMCFO-Cr under
the dark and UV light.
Table. 2. Curie temperature of Cr-substituted ferrite nanomaterials.
Chemical formula

Tc (K)

* Mg1-xCoxCrxFe2-xO4 ( 0≤x≤0.5)

References
[30]

x=0
x=0.1

681

x=0.2

727

x=0.3

766

x=0.4

682

x=0.5

660

*Zn0.54Co0.46CrxFe2-xO4 (0.45≤x≤0.75)

618

x=0.45

375

x=0.55

353

x=0.65

329

x=0.70

310

x=0.75

301

organic pollutions such as Congo Red (CR) dye. The
percentage of degradation of CR dye was studied under
UV light and darkness. For this purpose, 10 mg of the
catalyst was dissolved in a 200 ml solution containing
the 30 mg of CR. Fig. 3b., this demonstrates the
percentage of degradation of the CR dye under UV light
and darkness. The following equation is used to
calculate the percent of photocatalytic degradation of
CR dye:

[31]

100 ( A0 – At )
A0
Degradation rate (%) =
Eq. (3)
Where A0 is initial absorbance and At is the absorbance
after a period of a time t.
3.3.2 Influence of catalyst dose on the photocatalytic
degradation of CR dye
To evaluate the effect of catalyst dose, five solutions
containing 0.01 to 0.05 g/L of catalyst were
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investigated. All solutions were prepared using 2 g of
CR dye in 200 ml of deionized water, which wa made
by treating for 30 min in the dark. Then, UV-Vis

analysis was done for each solution to measure the
absorbance and deduced the percentage of
degradation. Fig. 4a. shows that the amount of

Table. 3. Summary of some physicochemical characteristics of Congo Red.
Congo Red Properties

Figure

Melting point: >360 °C (lit.)
Density : 0.995 g/mL at 25 °C
Solubility Water: 10mg/mL
Powder : Solid
Color Red Brown
pH 6.7 (10g/l, H2O, 20℃)
λmax: 497nm
Major Application and danger :
Textile, fertilizer, pesticides, carbohydrates, treatment of
pathogen infections, age-related macular degeneration.
Detecting bacteria, protein folding disorders; treating
dermatological disorders, neurodegenerative diseases,
Alzheimer's disease

Figure 4. a)The effect of CMCFO-Cr catalysts amounts towards the degradation of the Congo Red dye b) Absorption spectra of
CR dye solutions under visible light radiation (Reaction conditions: 2g CR dye/200mL, catalyst amount = 0.03 g/L, pH=natural
and room temperature).

degradation is directly related to the amount of catalyst.
It is clear that the amount of degradation exposed to UV
light is significantly greater than the amount of damage
in the dark. This process is related to the photocatalytic
reactions of the prepared nanoferrites, for which the
mechanism of degradation is described below.

3.3.3 Influence of irradiation time on the photocatalytic
degradation of CR dye
The irradiation time plays a key role in the
photocatalytic process. In this work, six solutions of
0.03 g/L of catalyst and 2 mg of CR in 200 ml of distilled
water were prepared. The solutions were under the
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irradiation of UV lamp and the sampling was performed
every 30 minutes for UV-Vis analysis. The UV-Vis
curves indicate the maximum degradation was reached
after 150 min. The advantage of The nanoferrites
catalysts bear sustainable benefits e.g., they are easily
recoverable using a magnet (Fig. 4b), and are reusable
via high temperature treatment (around 200 °C) to the
decomposition of the organic species [45].
3.3.4 Proposed photocatalysis mechanism
The conduction band electrons (e-) and valence band
holes (h+) are generated when photocatalyst powders
suspended in an aqueous solution are irradiated with
light having energy equal to or higher than its bandgap
energy. The photogenerated electrons can both reduce
the dissolved organic dye molecules and react with
electron acceptors, such as O2 adsorbed on the
photocatalyst surface or dissolved in water, leading to
its reduction to superoxide radical anion, O2•. The
photogenerated holes can both oxidize the organic dye
molecules to form oxidized species and react with OH
or H2O, leading to their transformation to hydroxyl
radical, OH•. The resulting O2• and OH• radicals are
reported to play a signiﬁcant role in the photocatalytic
degradation of azo dye molecules. The possible
reactions occurring at the nanoferrites semiconductor
photocatalyst surface to result from photocatalytic
oxidation can be expressed as follows [46-49]:
Co0.4Mg0.4Cu0.2Fe1.9Cr0.1O4
+ hν
Co0.4Mg0.4Cu0.2Fe1.9Cr0.1O4• + (é + h+)

¾¾®;

band edge position of semiconductive photocatalysts.
The reduction in photocatalyst is also involved in the
azo dye degradation, but less than the oxidation pathway
[50].
4. Conclusions
The chromium substituted nanoferrites with
Co0.4Mg0.4Cu0.2Fe1.9Cr0.1O4, (CMCFO-Crx, x= 0.1)
formula were successfully synthesized by sol- gel
methods with average crystallite size of 57 nm.
Magnetic investigation proves that the Curie
temperature decreases with the substitution of Fe3+ ions
by Cr3+ in the octahedral site (B). The catalytic
degradation of Congo red (CR) dye using nanoferrites
as a catalyst was studied. Results showed the
photocatalytic efficiency of the CMCFO-Cr0.1
nanoferrites improved when the aqueous solutions of the
mixture were irradiated with UV light, which also
accelerates the oxidation processes. High photocatalytic
efficiency of as-prepared CMCFO-Cr0.1 nanoferrites
degraded almost 84% of CR. The novelty of this type of
catalyst also lies in the fact that hybrid nanomaterials
allow its use as a degreaser also under light conditions.
This characteristic would be rather advantageous for
applications of the catalyst.
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